REPORT
First World Meeting of School Masters
Held: Sunday, November 21, 2021

We send to the master, to all those who from far away accompanied us in this historic in this
historical milestone, in which our intentions, coincidences and inspirations took shape and were
embodied in this first meeting.
We began this journey that was transmitted from India, which in the words of Silo is: "The beating
heart of the world, the India, whose spiritual reserves have been a teaching and an answer for a
world whose mind is sick”.
We were connected with Masters in different languages, themes, projects and actions inspired by
Silo's work, accompanied by the participation of new Masters, who joined us for the first time.
It is a historical milestone because it will mark a trend where seeing and recognizing each other will
be a convergence of deep and unitive intentions. "The winds of great change are blowing".
All the School topics were covered, as well as the actions of the Masters towards the world, opening
conditions to multiply on a large scale.
We ended with a young look from France and Guatemala, which reminds us: "A lifestyle without
ascesis has nothing to do with us and we do not consider it interesting from the School's point of
view".
We made history, it is the first of many future meetings. We were ready and willing to consolidate
this worldwide space of exchange.
"As a projection powder, our actions and intentions
will illuminate a new dawn with new Masters".
Long live the School!
A big hug to all those who accompanied us with their presence and contributions.
We will meet again next year!
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Technical Team Report
The technical team, composed of masters from various countries, provided coverage for 614
registered masters. We worked with 3 zooms, different languages and themes in rooms.
There were 50 small exchange rooms in the main zoom, but due to a technical problem only 24
were used.
Also, as a way to solve the problem, an additional zoom was made available, where 5 exchange
rooms were created. In the second half of the meeting, new exchange rooms were implemented
exchange rooms where the participants were able to enter without difficulty. There was also an
additional zoom to deal with the topic "The register of being masters and the register of the whole
(decentralized) School".
After the welcome, an additional zoom-in was available to discuss the topic "The role of the School
in the world", with simultaneous translation from English to Spanish.
The following statistics are attached:
1. Enrolled by Parks:

* What was written by each Master when
registering was respected.
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2.- Exchange rooms in the main zoom

3

3.- Connections by countries, first block:

4

4.- Connections by countries, second block:

5

5.- Connections by countries, zoom "The role of the School in the world":

6

6.- Connections by countries, third zoom for exchange in rooms: 7

7.- Connections by countries, zoom "The register of being Teachers and the register of the School
as a whole (decentralized)":
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About the website www.silo.ws
A web site was developed with the description and invitation to this First Encounter. Initially in six
languages and now seven.
Numerous flyers were made and included in the web site and used as dissemination and invitations
on social networks.
The website served as a source of information and registration for the meeting, as well as containing
the Program and the index of rooms and exchange topics. In this way, the Masters of the world had
a unique and easy-to-access virtual place, independent of networks and groups, where they could
get information and register. They were also able to send queries and suggestions.
Currently the material of the First Meeting has been moved to a specific menu, where it can be
consulted as an archive. The website is now undergoing a transformation, to facilitate some tasks
and tools in this worldwide global exchange environment that is being consolidated. Once
registered, the Masters will be able to access to various services. For example: links to numerous
exchange groups, contact with each other, publish articles or productions and will be adding
functions as needed.
As far as possible, materials and guides will be maintained in several languages, although the main
languages will be English and Spanish because they facilitate the use of the site.

English and Spanish will be the main ones because they facilitate translations.
Connection Group: Juan Carlos Dominguez, Susana Lucero, Michel Darracq, Alejandro
Valenzuela, Francisco Becerra, Gabriel Gómez Fiori.
Collaborators: Natalia Ibáñez, Víctor Valencia and Federico Palumbo.
Translators: Antonio Carvallo, Stella Dante, Liana Moräes and Ricardo Marcianessi.
Plus the participation of Masters from all over the world who contributed valuable suggestions to
optimize the organization.
Thank you very much!
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